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AsianDate: Live Chat is Our Most Popular Dating Tool
AsianDate has revealed that the most popular dating tool on their portal is the Live Chat feature. The leading online dating site often conducts research to
figure out which features their members love most and how to offer them better service. This time around the survey reveals that the most used feature
on AsianDate.com is, in fact, Live Chat.
Members have listed reasons why they prefer this feature above others. They say the number one reason is how userfriendly Live Chat is. The next reason for its popularity is its high quality. AsianDate only uses the latest and the
greatest technology so no surprises here. The hundreds of thousands of members on the portal prefer this service for
connecting with potential partners from Asia. Singles often see success in their online dating when they use this
communication feature.
Live Chat is one of the very first features AsianDate developed and it is directly tied to the success they have had in
the industry. Since the beginning, members have enjoyed the opportunity to have romantic experiences with singles
from around the world. Instant messaging allows members to feel like they are closer to one another.
There are other reasons why members love to use Live Chat, and that is that it comes with a multitude of extras that
allow them to have more fun when getting to know someone. Looking for love doesn’t need to be done via only
chatting. Incorporated in Live Chat are innovative dating features such as emoticons, photo swap and more recently
Live Games and Virtual Gifts. Enjoying yourself while playing a game and getting to know someone is an excellent combination in online dating.
Virtual Gifts is the newest addition to Live Chat, and it allows members to present each other with a lovely gift. That works great to bring people closer
together and makes online dating seem more intimate. The value of the Live Chat feature keeps growing with every passing year. AsianDate sees more
downloads of their dating app, and it is no surprise. The accessibility of its great features is yet another reason for the popularity of the portal.
While already wildly successful, AsianDate is still focused on creating an even better online dating experience for their valued members. Other than
improving their Live Chat feature, the AsianDate teams are continually working on boosting their security methods as well as adding more professionals
to their customer care team.
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